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The role of corporate green investment practices on sustainable development

Abstract

This paper discusses fundamental roles of corporate green investment activities on sustainable development. This article undertook a conceptual exploration and identifies how firm green investment practices contribute to economic sustainability, social sustainability and environmental sustainability in pursuit of generating a green economy. The paper proposes a model on corporate green investment practice adoption, important in supporting sustainability objectives which are significant in generating a low-carbon or green economy.
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Introduction

Climate change represents one of the major environmental issues affecting the planet in the present scenarios and in the long-term perspective. Scientists who research climate issues posit that human practices have generated climate change to extend as high as over 90% (IPPC, 2007). Thus, climatologists highlight that worldwide atmospheric densities of nitrous oxide, methane and carbon dioxide have significantly heightened owing to human practices since 1970, and this increase has extended beyond pre-industrial values ascertained from ice cores of periods extending across numerous thousands of years (IPPC, 2007). More precisely, in the last 50 years anthropogenic issues have been noticeable as major contributors to climate change (Ding et al., 2001). For example, carbon emission concentrations have increased by 31% since the preindustrial period, from 280ppmv to 370ppmv in the present day, plus, it has further been determined that half of this carbon emission concentration has developed since 1965 (Karl and Trenberth, 2003). As such, it is reported that transformations in atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide) plus aerosols, in relation to solar radiation has occurred and established structures on the land surface which changes the energy balance of the climate framework (Chapin et al., 2008; Clarke et al., 2007).

These shifts are shown with reference to radiative forcing, that has been employed to draw comparisons on how both natural and human influences stimulate cooling and warming factors on the worldwide climate (Solomon et al., 2007). Therefore, climate models express that climate change possible causes are, natural processes (solar activities plus volcanic dust covering), human factors (increase in carbon emissions and aerosol) plus combined natural and human factors (Root and Schneider, 2006). Nevertheless, findings prove that temperatures motivated through human practices indicate a high positive relationship with noticeable climate change and phenological shifts in animals and plants (Root et al., 2005). As such worldwide heightening in carbon dioxide is a result of principally non-renewable energy employment plus land-use shifts (for example forestry, industrial activity, growth of cities), increases in nitrous oxide and methane that are largely owing to agricultural practices (IPCC, 2007). Research outline that corporations are principal users of non-renewable energy plus they own the largest and most of the agricultural businesses (Karl and Trenberth, 2003). In this regard, climate change has been identified as clear and unambiguous evidenced by heightening worldwide mean ocean and air temperatures, extended thawing of both ice and snow, plus a heightening of the worldwide mean sea level (Solomon et al., 2009).

Specifically, at oceanic, regional and continental capacities, many long-run transformations in relation to climate have also been identified (Maas and Tänzler, 2009). These are, for instance, shifts in Arctic ice and temperatures, extensive shifts in precipitation quantities, salinity of the ocean, shifts in wind directions and trends, plus an increased prevalence of natural catastrophes such as tropical cyclones, droughts, heat waves and increased precipitation (Maas and Tänzler, 2009). Moreover, ongoing extensive deforestation in Amazonia plus the increased desertification of the Sahel region have provided evidence of an anthropogenic impact on climate change on a regional capacity (Charney, 1975; Hahmann and Dickinson, 1997). This implies that permitted increases in carbon emissions in the 21st century will probably exceed 20th century levels with increased margins (Solomon et al., 2008; IPCC, 2007). Furthermore, forecasts in Business As Usual (BAU) context in this 21st century, using a sensitivity framework, rated at 2°C, show that when compared to the previous 1000 years, climate changes will increase to unprecedented levels (Crowley, 2000). Nonetheless, some corporations have begun to accept the concept of climate change (Eyraud et al., 2013).
This is indicated by some corporations embracing green investment practices such as, green energy technologies, green buildings, green financial products, carbon capture and storage, green supply chains, green logistics models, reforestation, hybrid vehicles, waste management, smart grid systems, energy saving activities plus green research and development (Eyraud et al., 2013; Kahlenhorn, 1999). Therefore, this study examined the role of corporate green investment practices on sustainable development.

The two major questions which stimulated this study are: What is the role of corporate green investment practices on sustainable development? What would be the properties of a framework to facilitate corporate green investment practice adoption? Therefore, this paper is important since the driving factors for human long-term climate change impacts such as population increase, economic factors (e.g. income per capita, regional variances), technological factors (energy provision, energy efficiency), land utilization (farmland, energy biomass), energy models (coal, oil, gas, renewables, nuclear) and agriculture require to be effectively harnessed in line with climate mitigation objectives (Karl and Trenberth, 2003; Houghton, 2007). However, if climate change is allowed to persist then humans will experience increases in vector borne diseases, shortage of food and fresh water, extreme temperatures, high acidification of ecosystems, displacement of settlements and high desertification (Tol, 2002; Houghton, 2007). The outlined goal (Article 2) of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is therefore to attain stable carbon emission levels to avoid “dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system.” (Solomon et al., 2009, p. 1704). Therefore, transition to low-carbon or green economy will demand widened green investment activities, particularly in the early stages of adoption (Zhu and Sarkis, 2004).

1. Conceptual framework

This section shall outline a brief analysis on two major concepts of this paper, namely corporate green investment practices and sustainable development.

1.1. Corporate green investment practices. Green investment practices indicate an important current business environmental accountability initiative. Green investment takes place when a firm funds environmentally compatible activities which are effective and considerably result in decreased employment of natural capital, support effectual removal of dangerous materials and minimise carbon emissions which spur on the acquisition of environmental advantages by producing green commodities (Robert Haßler, cited in Ecologic, 1998). Therefore, green investment practices are low-carbon plus climate resilient investments such as green energy technologies, green buildings, green financial products, carbon capture and storage, green supply chains, green logistics models, reforestation, hybrid vehicles, waste management, smart grid systems, energy saving activities plus green research and development (Eyraud et al., 2013; Kahlenhorn, 1999). Prior literature has also shown diversified forms of corporate green investment activities.

For example, Rahim and Rahman (2013) analyzed published papers on Canadian, American and European companies and explain that some of these firms have incorporated green IT (environmentally compatible technologies and procedures) in the complete information and technology. E-firms have integrated green accounting or environmental accounting practices in their business practices as a result of, amongst others, the presence of emissions, trading markets, carbon tax and policy instruments which require the firm to recognise its negative environmental externalities. With reference to Australian companies Deegan (2013) highlights that these firms have integrated green accounting or environmental accounting practices in their business practices as a result of amongst others the presence of emissions trading markets, carbon tax and policy instruments which require the firm to recognise its negative environmental externalities. Barari et al. (2012) completed a study on a large textile company involved with garment production in Western India and illustrate that the firm promoted green manufacturing initiatives in different stages of garment production. Leonidou et al. (2013) evaluated 152 hotels in Greece and discovered that these hotels adopt an environmental marketing policy which is significant in these hotels gained competitive advantages. Caniato et al. (2012) undertook a research on 2 US global fashion companies and 3 fashion companies based in Italy and suggest that these fashion industry firms deployed environmental key performance indicators (KPIs) such as, recycled materials, product waste, water consumption, water pollution, carbon emissions, chemical substances, energy consumption, renewable energy and environmental certifications to manage the company’s environmental impacts in their supply chains and product life cycles.

Tsai (2012) assessed a Taiwanese electronic industry and spotlights that this industry undertakes green research and development in schemes which relate to the development of new green products. Iatridis (2013) evaluated 529 Malaysian firms listed on Bursa Malaysia and highlights that the firms integrate a Sustainability Balanced Scorecard to effectively ascertain the company’s environmental and eco-
nomic performance. They possess environmental certifications such as ISO 14001 and they implemented both voluntary and mandatory environmental reporting. Wilson Bayly Holmes-Ovcon Ltd (2012) highlights that the company had incorporated “carbon management” procedures which permitted the firm to adapt, measure and report its carbon emissions in addition to ascertaining prospects and risks connected with climate change. The Vodacom Group (2010) outlines that the company had integrated green innovation approaches of handling business through doing away with conventional practices by applying “carbon-intensive” mechanisms such as video conferencing and machine to machine buying and selling practices to mitigate climate change. Anglo American Platinum (2012) illustrates that the mining company determines and measures its carbon emissions in line with environmental certification such as ISO 14064-1 requirements plus the Greenhouse Gas Protocol standards.

1.2. Sustainable development. Our Common Future widely known as the Brundtland Report (1987) defines sustainable development as “development that meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (UN, 1987, p. 43). This philosophy suggests that contemporary human economic operations should be greened (or be made sustainable) to ensure the preservation of the environment and society for posterity (Hsu, 2013; Santolaria et al., 2011). Hence this theory is a fusion of three important elements: environment, society and the economy (Adams, 2006). Therefore, sustainable development is viewed as designed towards striving to bring the constituents, namely, environment, society and economy together through producing an equilibrium state and reconciling their conflicts.

The model, shown, in Figure 1 below indicates equal sized rings which show a symmetrical interrelationship of the sustainable development constituents, although there is no valid reason which has been suggested to explain this interconnection. Hence, if the three categories are perceived as separate, various views can, in most cases, provide greater importance to one classification or another category. The overlapping structure of the three elements in Figure 1 indicates the transformation required to generate equilibrium between the environment, society and the economy (Tracey and Anne, 2008). Such equilibrium will thus lead to sustainable development.

**Fig. 1. Components of sustainable development**

The economy element of sustainable development, often referred to as economic sustainability indicates that in the quest for economic emancipation, companies are anticipated to guarantee equitable allocation and employment of natural capital (Caniato et al., 2012). The social component indicates that corporations are expected to pursue economic gains in close recognition of societal needs for employment, health, education and human rights (UNDESA, 2012; 2001). The environmental component indicates that the corporation must not neglect, exploit or damage the natural environment as a result of their operations (Rao, 2002). The environment deserves preservation to its original existence and form (Sprengel and Busch, 2011).

Therefore, green investment activities such as incorporation of environmentally compatible manufacturing frameworks, low-carbon technologies, green energy integration and promoting green buildings, should be supported in business undertakings (Eyre et al., 2013; Kahlenborn, 1999). Corporate sustainability and/or green practices are corporate initiatives that ensure environmental sustainability, employee and customer long-run value through implementing green initiatives towards universal green stewardship (UNEP, 2011; Wang et al., 2013).
2. The role of corporate green investment practices on sustainable development

Corporate green investment practices are a constituent of the sustainable development initiative. Hence, in order to implement an exhaustive analysis of the role of corporate green investment practices on sustainable development, this paper, using Table 1 below, will examine this concept (sustainable development) under the following headings: economic sustainability, social sustainability and environmental sustainability with special emphasis on corporate green investment practices.

As demonstrated from Table 1 above, the role of corporate green investment practices on sustainable development was scrutinised under sections on economic sustainability, social sustainability and environmental sustainability. The primary economic sustainability objectives which were discussed in this section at corporate level are, green employment and generating income within corporations; supporting green innovation within corporate contexts; considering environmental externalities in the market and considering the economic situation of future generations. On the other hand, social sustainability themes with respect to corporate contexts that were discussed in this section were, preservation of health and safety, promoting education and free personal growth for sustainability, maintaining societal and cultural values for sustainability and fostering equality for sustainability. Then, key objectives in relation to environmental sustainability that companies should embrace towards promoting environmental sustainability explored in this section are: preservation of natural spaces and biodiversity; responsible employment of green energy; reduction of deployment of fossil fuels; preservation of the natural environment and preservation from environmental hazards and risks.

3. Theoretical framework: goal-framing theory

The goal-framing theory (Lindenberg and Steg, 2007), has been linked to corporate environmental behavior (Oikonomou et al., 2009). In their research, on “goals frames guiding environmental behavior” Lindenberg and Steg (2007, p. 117) assert that “goals frame the way people process information and act on it”. Therefore, when people set a goal, they are more likely to be receptive to information that may actualise the framed goal/s. Since therefore, the framed goals affect how people process information, receive and act upon it (Stern, 2000), the goal framing theory thus fits in within the context of corporate environmental behavior since the corporation has some set goals to achieve within its contemporary business environment that is constantly being dictated by adherence to emerging environmental and social issues (Zsoka, 2008). Within a corporate context, the business has profitability goals as a core goal; but to achieve the profit goal, the corporation must maintain a sound corporate image, hence corporate image has also become a vital component of corporate goals (Wu, 2009; Aerts and Cormier, 2009). Accordingly, to meet profit and image goals, the corporation inherently becomes more receptive to environmental policies and thus work towards a practical application of public environmental expectations by adhering to regulations through environmental consciousness (Jahdi, 2007). Thus in this study, the goal framing theory is seen as fitting since it ties in with the corporate goal for profit and good image with corporate environmental initiatives.

4. Towards a model of corporate green investment practice adoption

In this study, the model on corporate green investment practice adoption explains that companies consider the natural environment as the major stakeholder (Antonietti and Marzucchi, 2013). Then, government through its green economy policy introduces environmental legislations which are designed to increase corporate accountability towards their natural environments. These environmental legislations can be applied at both industrial and firm level in order to induce broadened environmental engagement of companies (EU, 2009). Since these environmental legislations are characterised by high penalty charges, jail terms plus company suspension or closure features, top management teams of companies are forced to develop corporate environmental policies embedded in the company’s green vision in order to adhere to environmental legislations and preserve the company’s green reputation (Demirel and Kesidou, 2011; Johnstone, 2007). As such, companies begin to introduce green technologies and green designs in the firm’s operational framework which increase the firm’s environmental consciousness, reducing environmental litigation costs and fulfilling the company’s number one goal of increased profits as a result of better green productivity, energy efficiency and improved resource efficiency (Lin et al., 2013; Oikonomou et al., 2009). Companies therefore begin to support green behaviors and green lifestyles indicated by widened integration of green investment activities as they support both profitability and corporate image goals thereby making green companies to assume competitive advantage positions and create new green business prospects which enable the firm to acquire first mover advantages (Veisten, 2007; Zhu and Sarkis, 2004).

Improved green investment practice integration by companies can be in various forms. The processes are namely, green energy adoption, energy management practices, green buildings, energy auditing, efficient
energy mix, support of green financing decision consideration and development of green financial tools (Eyraud et al., 2013; Kahleborn, 1999). Other green practices are, waste management (reuse, reduce and recycle), green manufacturing processes and adoption of green standards which improve measurement of green metrics. These practices improve corporate environmental awareness, minimise green legal costs as a result of increased firm productivity and they earn and protect the firm’s image. Moreover, companies are motivated to disclose their carbon footprint in addition to a widened environmental participation and reporting practice which serve to manage reputational risks and to establish mutual relationships with corporate stakeholders as such practices are perceived to be ethical and credible (Cagno et al., 2005; Iaditris, 2013).

Hence, zero carbon schemes that the company adopts are capable of reducing the firm’s negative environmental impacts in addition to retaining highly qualified employees (experts) who improve and sustain firm productivity (Chan et al., 2014; Daily, 2007). Thus climate change mitigation issues in pursuit to lower carbon emissions foster the company to implement carbon reduction projects, carbon adaptation mechanisms, foster growth of climate markets, accelerate green financial investments of private companies to lower carbon emissions and enhance emancipation of green development schemes (Eyraud et al., 2013; Ecologic, 1998). Consequently, companies are able to affiliate with green interest groups, improve green consciousness, acquire high financial gains (from new green projects) and assume green industrial leadership positions (Eltayeb et al., 2011). Inevitably, greening by companies improves green company visibility and incorporation of green ideologies in the corporate culture. Thus, green cultures and green firm visibility are important issues which sustain the company’s green long-term policy, encourage the firm’s green belief systems, market the company’s green brand and guarantee high firm competence in relation to other competitors (Liu, 2012; Tsai, 2012; Sullivan, 2009).

Therefore, from the foregoing analysis implemented above, the following model has been proposed to support corporate green investment practice adoption.

Implications of the model on corporate green investment practice adoption

An analysis on the implication of this model demonstrates that the natural environment should be considered the major stakeholder of the company as a result of heightening global environmental issues (Sullivan, 2009). These global environmental concerns are, climate change, deforestation, water quality and quantity, air pollution, biodiversity and land use, ozone layer depletion, chemicals and toxics, energy inefficiency plus oceans and fisheries issues (IPPC, 2007). It follows that these environmental concerns are supported by other green corporate stakeholders who have the “voice” to influence government practices through green policy adoption and enforcement of environmental legislation. These stakeholders are green consumers, green employees, environmental interest groups, green investors and green government agencies (Sprengel and Busch, 2011; Cronin et al., 2011). Therefore, green government initiatives in the form of green policy and environmental legislation put pressure on firms to integrate green investment practices. Examples of known green investment practices are, green energy adoption, green technology adoption, green buildings, waste management (reuse, reduce, recycle), energy efficiency and electric vehicles (Eyraud et al., 2013; Kahleborn, 1999).

Moreover, green manufacturing procedures, green logistics, green supply chains, environmental certification, green innovation, green accounting, carbon disclosure activities, green Information Technology integration and cleaner production represent important firm green programs (Chung and Tsai, 2007; Deegan, 2013; Eyraud et al., 2013; Eltayeb et al., 2011). Hence, the greening process generates significant impacts on the firm’s profitability as the main focal goal of the firm through diverse approaches. Some of the profitability advantages associated with greening are, high green product marketability, green business opportunities, reduction in operating costs and green competitive advantages (African Bank Investments, 2011; Zhu and Sarkis, 2004). Furthermore, green productive efficiency, minimized green business risks, developed green financial instruments, increased market share plus high resource efficiency indicate important financial benefits associated with corporate green investment initiatives (Fonseca and Jabbour, 2012; Cronin et al., 2011).

Thus, once the firm acquires high profits, other background goals (corporate image, environmental consciousness and legislation issues) are also simultaneously affected thereby strengthening the firm’s green competence as a result of positive benefits produced by greening. Therefore, corporate green image benefits are, positive public relations, firm legitimization, improved customer trust and credibility of the firm’s products, achieved green industrial leadership of the company, positive media reports and sustained corporate green lifestyle and green cultures (Chan et al., 2014; Aerts and Cormier, 2009; Azim et al., 2009).

On the other hand, environmental legislation connected benefits are, an efficient environmental compliance framework, lowered environmental fines and penalties, valid environmental licences and permits, reduced environmental legal prosecutions and positive firm government relationships (EU, 2009; Jahdi, 2007; Wu, 2009). Consequently, the firm is able to sustaina-
ably provide goods and services which result in sustainable consumption on the part of the consumer through improved health, environmental education, preserved natural environment and reduced firm and consumer conflicts. Thus, sustainable consumption does not deprive future generations of the same benefits the present generation has, thereby promoting sustainable development (Adams, 2006).

Conclusion
This paper discussed the role of firm green investment initiatives on sustainable development. The concept of sustainable development is divided into three constituents namely, economic sustainability, social sustainability and environmental sustainability. Therefore, the principal economic sustainability goals that were presented in this paper within corporate contexts are, green employment and generating income within corporations; supporting green innovation within corporate contexts; considering environmental externalities in the market and considering the economic situation of future generations. Social sustainability themes at corporate level discussed in this study include, preservation of health and safety, promoting education and free personal growth for sustainability, maintaining societal and cultural values for sustainability and fostering equality for sustainability. Lastly, the main environmental sustainability objectives explained at organisational capacity are, preservation of natural spaces and biodiversity; responsible employment of green energy; reduction in deployment of fossil fuels; preservation of the natural environment and preservation from environmental hazards and risks. The model suggested in this paper does further support the role that the company green investment initiative has towards fostering sustainable development objectives in pursuit of generating low-carbon or green economies.
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Table 1. Findings on the role of corporate green investment practices in relation with economic sustainability, social sustainability and environmental sustainability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic sustainability</th>
<th>Social sustainability</th>
<th>Environmental sustainability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green employment and generating income ends war on poverty through job creation (Chung and Tsai, 2007); - foreign owned companies add to the host nation production capacity at a greater rate than dependence on local sources of saving (Wehling et al., 2008); - green sectors which local firms fail to invest are developed by foreign owned companies (Antoniotti and Marzucchi, 2013); - foreign owned companies enhance transfer of green expertise and technologies which assists performance of local industries (Shin et al., 2008) thereby closing green idea gaps between nations; - promotes green technology diffusion plus acquisition of superior green skills (Santoliàna et al., 2011); - spur growth of low-carbon environments, reduction of pollution plus waste (Daily et al., 2007); - green energy generates savings from reduced consumption of traditional energy sources (coal, kerosene, firewood) (Omer, 2008); - green technologies are clean and environmental friendly thereby reducing impact of respiratory diseases (Younger et al., 2008); - tourism and recreation activities in form of night markets, festivals and carnivals develop thereby providing more jobs (De Freitas, 2003); reduce unemployment hence add to overall national economic development (Silialertuska et al., 2012); - propel growth of other economic sectors (green banking and green legal services etc.) (Silialertuska et al., 2012).</td>
<td>Promote health and safety - employee training stimulates them to develop a suitable mind-set towards their work and their morale (OECD, 2009); - Occupational health and safety (OH&amp;S) objectives support establishment of green buildings which promote water efficiency, recycling of materials and use of green technologies (Wang et al., 2013); - minimize accidents and reduce risks (dust, carbon emissions, noise, high temperatures) at the workplace (BIS, 2007; UNDESA, 2012); - OH&amp;S approved and environmentally compatible infrastructures attract and retain highly qualified and productive employees (Johnstone et al., 2007); - permit the company to support food distribution practices, donations through medical supplies and implement public health education activities (UNDESA, 2001); - support product safety which reduce death, injury, sickness or undesirable impacts to persons or equipment (Lin et al., 2013); - foster growth of environmentally certified products (Fryxell et al., 2004); - green products improve quality of life of the user or consumer (sustainable consumption) (Schumacher, 2010).</td>
<td>Preservation of natural spaces and biodiversity protects natural habitats and different forms of species (Convention on Biological Diversity, 2007); - sustains and restores natural environments (Baris and Kucukali, 2012); - enhance protection of natural green spaces, namely, farmlands, forests and wetlands (Sukhdeo, 2008; UNEP, 2012); - supports maintenance of the natural environment carrying capacity (Aidy, 2010); - encourage non-disturbance of species transition and naturalness of the area (Pellegrino and Lodhia, 2012).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting green innovation - minimize corporate environmental damage (Frondel et al., 2007); - enhance the firm to adhere to national green law interests, satisfy stakeholder demands and meet industrial green benchmarks (Wu, 2009); - promote continuous green performance required to foster superior industrial and overall national economic performance (Berrone and Gomez-Mejia, 2009); - lead to development of collaborations between suppliers and the firm on green issues which inspire production of green commodities (Rao, 2002); - support resource efficiency and reduce manufacturing expenses (Jahdel, 2007); - increase firm environmental consciousness (Sulliwan, 2009); - assist companies to develop original methods that transform waste into saleable commodities (Sinial et al., 2011); - enhance companies to overcome inertia and integrate new green knowledge (Gabaldon-Estevean et al., 2014).</td>
<td>outcomes of sustainable development (Du et al., 2010); - improve the company to support food distribution practices, donations through medical supplies and implement public health education activities (UNDESA, 2001); - support product safety which reduce death, injury, sickness or undesirable impacts to persons or equipment (Lin et al., 2013); - foster growth of environmentally certified products (Fryxell et al., 2004); - green products improve quality of life of the user or consumer (sustainable consumption) (Schumacher, 2010).</td>
<td>Promotion of education and free personal growth for sustainability - promotes social transformation, improve consciousness to new green advancements, provides adequate green training, and trains scientists to create green technologies (African Bank Investments, 2011); - equips the company with green knowledge which encourage the public to acquire broader green technology (Wee and Quazi, 2005); - empower the firm to obtain green skills important realize sustainable development goals (Chan et al., 2014); - is an important tool which enable professionals to understand diverse and complex environmental challenges, by incorporating unified solutions and instituting prospective environmental initiatives (Rickeron, 2001); - prepare employees to act as responsible citizens on environmental issues (Ziska, 2008); - enhance application of applied processes of gaining knowledge to contexts which are not restrained by definite limits (as in conventional educational settings), but are inquiry and practically oriented (Arundel and Kemp, 2009).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering environmental externalities in the market - discourage firm self-motivated goals (profit-oriented) which increase pollution plus damage the environment (Demirel and Kesidou, 2011); - extended costs to the public in form of health problems and environmental damage are reduced (Clarkson et al., 2011); - makes companies to internalize negative environmental externalities hence bears all, or part of the costs (Laudal, 2012).</td>
<td>Preservation of health and safety - employee training stimulates them to develop a suitable mind-set towards their work and their morale (OECD, 2009); - Occupational health and safety (OH&amp;S) objectives support establishment of green buildings which promote water efficiency, recycling of materials and use of green technologies (Wang et al., 2013); - minimize accidents and reduce risks (dust, carbon emissions, noise, high temperatures) at the workplace (BIS, 2007; UNDESA, 2012); - OH&amp;S approved and environmentally compatible infrastructures attract and retain highly qualified and productive employees (Johnstone et al., 2007); - permit the company to support food distribution practices, donations through medical supplies and implement public health education activities (UNDESA, 2001); - supports product safety which reduce death, injury, sickness or undesirable impacts to persons or equipment (Lin et al., 2013); - foster growth of environmentally certified products (Fryxell et al., 2004); - green products improve quality of life of the user or consumer (sustainable consumption) (Schumacher, 2010).</td>
<td>Responsible employment of green energy - promotes energy security factors, mitigate climate change, and address new energy system requirements (Forseca and Jabbour, 2012); - adaption generally improve corporate and stakeholder environmental consciousness (Omer, 2008); - protects the natural environment from damage (IPPC, 2007); - motivates increased green research and development (UNEP, 2011); - such policies are compatible and consistent with green economy demands (Yin and Powers, 2010); - generates green employment and income to local societies which improve standards of living (EU, 2009); - have the ability to recycle and regenerate by natural procedures, hence are clean (IPPC, 2007).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of deployment of fossil fuels - have contributed to continual increase in carbon emissions that has produced negative effects such as, namely, increasing sea levels leading to damage of coastal areas, increased occurrence of droughts, heavy precipitation in some locations, extended environmental damage, low agricultural produce, high death rate and malnutrition plus possible extinction of both endangered and non-endangered species (IPPC, 2007); - are non-renewable resources which do not replenish themselves at an adequate rate for continued economic employment in relation to human timeframes (Frey and Linke, 2002); - continual use of non-renewable energy will also hinder growth and competitiveness of green energy resources (Omer, 2008); - are associated with energy insecurity issues (physical unavailability of these resources owing to depletion, plus volatility and uncompetitiveness associated with energy prices) (IPPC, 2007); - generates acid rain which damages monuments and buildings plus lower agricultural productivity owing to high acidification of the soils; - extraction of resources such as coal and oil also destroy aquatic life in oil spill incidences, damages land for agricultural activities, produces nasty smells which causes health problems, they are associated with greater transporation challenges and the resources are generally dirty; - combustion procedures of fossil fuels destroy the ozone layer hence harmful Ultra Violet (UV) rays which are permitted to gain entrance through damaged ozone holes causes skin cancer on human beings.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 (cont.). Findings on the role of corporate green investment practices in relation with economic sustainability, social sustainability and environmental sustainability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic sustainability</th>
<th>Social sustainability</th>
<th>Environmental sustainability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- creates a better functioning national economic market and private context (Dascalu et al., 2010);</td>
<td>- social legitimacy enables the firm to access superior strategic resources thereby propelling green economic emancipation (Aerts and Cornier, 2009);</td>
<td>- preservation of the natural environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- force companies to incorporate environmental preservation approaches and green innovation (Sprengel and Busch, 2011);</td>
<td>- firm engagement with local cultural heritage contexts foster generation of creative companies and eventually a creative economy (Antrop, 2003);</td>
<td>- implementation of environmental protection practices can minimize environmental effects and improve firm productive capacity at the same time (Zhu and Sarkis, 2004);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- discourage manufacture of non-green commodities (Veisten, 2007);</td>
<td>- improve firm planning procedures and reduce costs by not participating in activities that do not benefit the local people (Hillman and Kleim, 2001);</td>
<td>- cleaner production practices prevents generation of pollution in the production procedures through process innovation (Cagno et al., 2005);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- promotes economic welfare initiatives (Pons et al., 2013).</td>
<td>- improve stakeholder participation in company practices (Cronin et al., 2011).</td>
<td>- the firms stakeholders who include suppliers, shareholders, employees, competitors, government, media and rivals are also stimulated to become more environmentally conscious (Liu, 2012; Hsu et al., 2013).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Considering economic situation of future generations**

- firm greening policy reduce considerable decline of natural resources (Pajunen et al., 2012);
- corporate greening strategy reduce vulnerability of continued increase in environmental damage in the future (IPPC, 2007);
- green policy is expected to pay future generations on negative environmental externalities produced, and provide sufficient funding mechanisms which ensure transition to low-carbon environments (Eltayeb et al., 2011).

**Promoting equality for social sustainability**

- social legitimacy enables the firm to access superior strategic resources thereby propelling green economic emancipation (Aerts and Cornier, 2009);
- firm engagement with local cultural heritage contexts foster generation of creative companies and eventually a creative economy (Antrop, 2003);
- improve firm planning procedures and reduce costs by not participating in activities that do not benefit the local people (Hillman and Kleim, 2001);
- improve stakeholder participation in company practices (Cronin et al., 2011).

**Preservation of the natural environment**

- preservation of the natural environment |
- implementation of environmental protection practices can minimize environmental effects and improve firm productive capacity at the same time (Zhu and Sarkis, 2004); |
- cleaner production practices prevents generation of pollution in the production procedures through process innovation (Cagno et al., 2005); |
- the firms stakeholders who include suppliers, shareholders, employees, competitors, government, media and rivals are also stimulated to become more environmentally conscious (Liu, 2012; Hsu et al., 2013). |

**Promoting preservation from environmental hazards and reduction of environmental risks**

- biological hazards which include, medical waste, parasites, disease causing bacteria and toxins or viruses that threaten human health and other living organisms are prevented (SFDPH, 2014); |
- chemical hazards that refer to toxic substances which when exposed to humans cause extensive carcinogenicity, irritation, flammability, reactivity, corrosiveness and sensitization are avoided (SFDPH, 2014); |
- environmental hazards which embrace issues such as contamination and pollution (environmental liability risk) plus storms, flood, tsunamis and earthquakes (natural catastrophe risk) are mitigated (Monti, 2002); |
- psychological hazards such as wilful environmental negligence and consumer green aggressions are also prevented. |
Fig. 2. A model on corporate green investment practice adoption